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Eeek!: The
Runaway Alien
One relentlessly hot summer, six
children explore the scorched
wheat-fields that enclose their tiny
Italian village. When the gang find
a dilapidated farmhouse, nineyear-old Michele Amitrano makes
a discovery so momentous he dare
not tell a soul. It is a secret that
will force Michele to question
everything and everyone around
him.An unputdownable thriller,
I'm Not Scared is also a
devastatingly authentic portrayal
of childhood and the tension when
it must join the adult world.
In the first book of the brand-new
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early chapter book series, the
Alien Next Door, an alien boy
named Zeke tries to fit in and
adjust to life on Earth, while a
classmate, Harris, suspects that
Zeke might not be quite what he
claims to be. Zeke is on his way to
his first day of school, feeling
down because he has to start over
again on a new planet, as his
scientist parents constantly move
to wherever their research takes
them. When he gets to school, no
one seems to notice anything
strange or different about him
except Harris, a kid obsessed with
science fiction and aliens. Harris
sees Zeke doing extraordinary
things but can't convince anyone,
least of all his best friend, Roxy,
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that Zeke might be an alien. Roxy
just thinks Harris is jealous that
she's becoming friends with Zeke.
But when Roxy invites Zeke over
to Harris's house, will Harris find
a way to prove that he's right?
Hex is the worst space invader on
Planet X. He never seems to get
anything right. But after
discovering that his long-lost fathe
is happily living on Planet Earth,
Hex decides to give up space
invading for good and join his dad.
The only problem is, Hex still can't
fly a spaceship... Will he make it
in one piece
Children’s book authors: Selfpublishing a children’s book
means not just writing a good
manuscript but also producing the
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book in various formats, and
selling it to those who purchase
books for young readers. This
guidebook from the Alliance of
Independent Authors (ALLi)
provides the practical guidance
you need. Drawing on the
expertise of ALLi’s self-publishing
children’s writers, and with input
from ALLi’s Children’s Advisor,
the highly successful children’s
author Karen Inglis, this book
provides everything you need to
know to publish and sell children’s
books in ebook and print editions,
and promote them face-to-face
and online. Structured across the
seven stages of the publishing
process—editorial, design,
production, distribution,
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marketing, promotion and rights
licensing–it will teach you: - How
to work with professional
children’s editors, illustrators and
designers, and how ALLi can help
you to find them - Why in-person
events like school visits matter
and how to do them successfully How tools and tech can help you
and make your publishing life
productive and profitable In this
#AskALLi Guidebook: Everything
you need to know to create
beautiful children’s books and
reach the readers who’ll most
enjoy them.
My Brother Is a Superhero
The Day I Fell Into a Fairytale
A Boy and a Bear in a Boat
Hearings Before the Special
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Subcommittee on Labor ... 91-1,
on H.R. 12667, July 16, 17, August
7, 8, 1969
Henry Haynes and the Great
Escape
Duncan Dougal discovers that
his teacher is an alien, but
not before she chooses him
to participate in an
experiment in which he dons
a helmet that fries his
brains, but makes him
smarter.
Read this classic
exploration of political
violence, traditional
samurai values and right
wing nihilism. Isao is a
young, engaging patriot, and
a fanatical believer in the
ancient samurai ethos. He
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turns terrorist, organising
a violent plot against the
new industrialists, who he
believes are threatening the
integrity of Japan and
usurping the Emperor's
rightful power. As the
conspiracy unfolds and
unravels, Mishima
brilliantly chronicles the
conflicts of a decade that
saw the fabric of Japanese
life torn apart.
A fun, magical page-turner
for children ages 7-9+.
Black and white
illustrations throughout.
When Walter Brown is woken
on his 10th birthday by his
cat Sixpence he has no idea
that his life is about to
change forever. A large
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present wrapped in silver
paper reveals an old top
hat, a tiny pair of white
gloves and a magician's wand
- together with a mysterious
note from his late Greatgrandpa Horace. But Walter
gets the biggest surprise
when he puts the top hat on
and discovers that his cat
has special powers and
they've been chosen for a
secret mission. What better
place to start practising
magic, they decide, than on
Walter's super-cool new
neighbours, twins Harry and
George Braithwaite? But
magical mayhem follows when
Walter accidentally sets
free monsters from their new
video game and finds himself
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locked in battle with a Fire
Fiend that's threatening to
burn his house down... 'A
superbly written, magical
adventure. Highly
recommended!' Wishing Shelf
Book Awards review If you're
looking for a fun, fastpaced story for children
ages 7-9 or ages 8-10 that
combines humour, adventure
and magic this is the book
for you!
Beautifully illustrated,
this gentle story for ages
4-8 invites children to
share how they are feeling whether happy, sad or
somewhere in between through conversation,
drawings or writing.
Includes links to a download
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poster of the Tell-Me Tree,
tips and templates to help
children draw their own tree
and links to resources for
grown-ups.
Runaway Horses
Self-Publishing a Children’s
Book
No One Is Talking About This
Doctor Who
ALLi’s Guide to Kidlit
Publishing for Authors

Winner of the 2019 Phi Beta Kappa
Award for Science "A valuable
perspective on the most important
problem of our time." —Adam
Becker, NPR Light of the Stars tells
the story of humanity’s coming of
age as we realize we might not be
alone in this universe. Astrophysicist
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Adam Frank traces the question of
alien life from the ancient Greeks to
modern thinkers, and he
demonstrates that recognizing the
possibility of its existence might be
the key to save us from climate
change. With clarity and conviction,
Light of the Stars asks the
consequential question: What can the
likely presence of life on other
planets tell us about our own fate?
Following the breakout successes of
The Night I Met Father Christmas
and The Boy Who Made the World
Disappear, get ready for the brilliant
NEW novel from actor, comedian
and bestselling author Ben Miller,
perfect for fans of Matt Haig and
David Baddiel! Featuring beautiful
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illustrations throughout from Daniela
Jaglenka Terrazzini, Lana loves
stories. Especially the ones she and
her brother, Harrison, share in their
make-believe games. But when
Harrison decides he’s too grown-up
to play with Lana she finds herself
feeling lonely. Until something
magical happens… Hidden in the
strange new supermarket in town,
Lana discovers a portal to a fairytale
world! But these aren’t the happyever-after fairytales that Lana
knows, they are darker and more
dangerous, and the characters need
Lana’s help to defeat an evil witch.
But she can’t do it alone. Can she
convince Harrison to believe in
stories again and journey to the
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world with her. . . before it’s too
late? This is a story about stories, but
it’s also about a brother and a sister
finding their way back to each other
through the power of imagination.
When Henry Haynes complains that
his new library book is boring he
gets sucked down inside where
Brian, a bossy boa constrictor, and
Gordon, a VERY smelly gorilla,
want help with their zoo escape plan.
His first job: release the lions! Can
Henry get home alive? And why
didn't he just keep his big mouth
shut about boring stories?
Londyn McCormack didn’t have a
typical childhood. She ran away at
sixteen and spent her youth
searching for a place to call home.
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She’s built a good life for herself
through hard work and a little luck,
but after a devastating divorce, she’s
running away again. This time, she’s
not looking for shelter or a job. She’s
out to find the carefree and happy
woman she once was. She’s driving
across the country in her convertible,
except one flat tire derails her plans
and her life collides with Brooks
Cohen. The small-town mechanic
catches her off guard. Rugged and
handsome, Brooks proves to Londyn
that kind, honest men do exist. But
she was never meant to stay in West
Virginia. Her car is fixed and her
trip mapped. And as Brooks fades
from her rearview mirror, she must
make a choice. Turn back and risk
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her heart. Or stay on the runaway
road.
The Runaway
Story Stack
Light of the Stars: Alien Worlds and
the Fate of the Earth
Find Your Way Home
Collision Course
In this high concept YA novel
debut that's We All Looked Up
meets The Sun Is Also a Star,
three teens must face down
the mistakes of their past after
they learn that life on Earth
might end in less than a week.
News stations across the
country are reporting
mysterious messages that
Earth has been receiving from
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a planet--Alma--claiming to be
its creator. If they're being
interpreted correctly, in seven
days Alma will hit the kill
switch on their "colony" Earth.
True or not, for teenagers
Jesse Hewitt, Cate Collins, and
Adeem Khan, the prospect of
this ticking time bomb will
change their lives forever.
Jesse, who has been dealt one
bad blow after another,
wonders if it even matters
what happens to the world.
Cate, on the other hand, is
desperate to use this time to
find the father she never met.
And Adeem, who hasn't
spoken to his estranged sister
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in years, must find out if he
has it in him to forgive her for
leaving. With only a week to
face their truths and right their
wrongs, Jesse, Cate, and
Adeem's paths collide as their
worlds are pulled apart.
Only the strong will survive.
But what does it mean to be
strong? The “Smash” has
been building for
years—runaway national debt,
escalating oil prices—but when
order finally breaks down, it
happens astonishingly fast.
Economic collapse.
Government in chaos. Gas
shortages. Loss of power. No
running water. Martial law.
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Rioting, looting, and
lawlessness… Security
specialist DJ Frost saw the
writing on the wall, and he has
prepared. He’s planned his
bug-out route to escape a city
many are now trapped in. With
his ATV, night-vision goggles,
gear, guns, and enough gas to
get him to his retreat home in
the country, he ventures out
alone under cover of
darkness. For Gabe Horne, the
“Smash” is nothing compared
to his own moral and spiritual
collapse after losing his wife
and son. But in this time of
crisis, he may not have the
luxury of drinking himself to
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death. There are others at his
door, and they will need to
help one another to survive.
Each man, in his own way, will
face the ultimate challenge of
preparedness in this new
world order—as both hurtle
toward a devastating
showdown.…
A heart-warming Christmas
tale about hope, friendship
and being different. Children
and grown-ups will fall in love
with little Bruce Spruce and
his fir tree friends - Penelope
Pine, Douglas Fir and Cedrick
Cypress..! For ages 3-5+.
Surely another future classic
from UK bestselling author of
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The Secret Lake, Karen Inglis.
Behind every great superhero
is a very angry younger
brother. Luke Parker was just
your average comic book fan
until his boring, teacher’s pet,
helps-old-ladies-across-thestreet brother Zack got turned
into a superhero. Luke can’t
believe the unfairness of it
all—he’s the one with the
encyclopedic knowledge of
everything from Ant-Man to
Wolverine! At least he can
help Zack—aka Star Guy—with
all the important parts of
becoming a superhero, like
using his newfound powers
and deciding whether or not to
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wear a cape. But when Star
Guy gets into super-size
trouble, it’s up to Luke—and
his intrepid neighbor, Lara—to
rescue his big brother and,
with a little luck, help him save
the world.
Wolfbane
The Runaway TARDIS
Bone Rider
The Christmas Tree Wish
I'm Not Scared

Eeek!
Collects Runaways (2017) #1-6. The “it”
book of the early 2000s is back, with the
original cast — Nico! Karolina! Molly!
Chase! Old Lace! And could it be
Gert?! The heart of the Runaways died
years ago — but you won’t believe how
she returns! Superstar author Rainbow
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Rowell teams with fan-favorite artist
Kris Anka to revive the series you can
rely on to shock you and break your
heart! Did Chase and Gert’s love
survive their time apart? Have Karolina
and Nico’s feelings made their
friendship impossible? And should you
be more worried about the emotional
land mines lying in wait — or the
shadowy scientist watching the ragtag
group from a distance? Plus: What’s in
Chase’s backpack? And what’s up with
Princess Powerful, A.K.A. the best
Marvel character of all time, Molly
Hayes?!
"Collects issues #1-#5 of the Dark Horse
Comics series William Gibson's Alien
3"
Science fiction and East Asian myth
combine in this dazzling retelling of the
rise of Wu Zetian, the only female
emperor in Chinese history. ‘Absolutely
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epic. This is the historical-inspired,
futuristic sci-fi mash-up of my wildest
dreams.’ Chloe Gong, author of These
Violent Delights ‘Like its ferocious
heroine, Iron Widow is brutal,
bloodthirsty and full of rage.’ Julie C.
Dao, author of Forest of a Thousand
Lanterns I have no faith in love. Love
cannot save me. I choose vengeance.
The boys of Huaxia dream of the
celebrity status that comes with piloting
Chrysalises – giant transforming robots
that battle the aliens beyond the Great
Wall. Their female co-pilots are
expected to serve as concubines and
sacrifice their lives. When 18-year-old
Zetian offers herself up as a concubinepilot, her plan is to assassinate the ace
male pilot responsible for her sister’s
death. But on miraculously emerging
from the cockpit unscathed after her
first battle, she is declared an Iron
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Widow – the most feared pilot of all.
Now that Zetian has had a taste of
power, she sets her sights on bigger
things. The time has come to stop more
girls from being sacrificed.
Alien Escape Escape from Planet X
Runaways By Rainbow Rowell Vol. 1
Alien Healer
Walter Brown and the Magician's Hat
Iron Widow

Eleven-year-old Charlie
Spruit can't believe his
luck when he opens his
door to an alien one
morning. Who is he? Why
has he come? Charlie
soon discovers that this
alien has run away from
space to Earth to be
with him because he's
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soccer mad and the World
Cup is on...! 'Eeek, '
as Charlie decides to
call him, takes up
secret residence in
Charlie's bedroom where
he sleeps on the ceiling
by night and pores over
Charlie's football
magazines and stickers
by day. All is going
surprisingly well until
slimy sci-fi mad Sid
Spiker, who lives out
the back, spots Eeek
through his telescope.
Sid has his own plans
for this alien, which
bring surprises that noPage 25/47
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one could have
imagined...
When Peter Ash rescues a
stranded woman, he finds
she’s in far deeper
trouble than he could
ever imagine in the
powerful new thriller in
this bestselling and
award-winning series.
"Explosive and engaging!
Fasten your seatbelt,
this is going to be a
wild ride."--Lisa
Gardner War veteran
Peter Ash is driving
through northern
Nebraska when he
encounters a young
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pregnant woman alone on
a gravel road, her car
dead. Peter offers her a
lift, but what begins as
an act of kindness soon
turns into a deadly catand-mouse chase across
the lonely highways with
the woman’s vicious excop husband hot on their
trail. The pregnant
woman has seen something
she was never meant to
see . . . but protecting
her might prove to be
more than Peter can
handle. In order to save
the woman and himself,
Peter must use
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everything he has
learned during his time
as a Marine, including
his knowledge of human
nature, in order to
escape a ruthless killer
with instincts and
skills that match—and
perhaps exceed—Peter’s
own.
Travis Maddox, Eastern
University's playboy,
makes a bet with good
girl Abby that if he
loses, he will remain
abstinent for a month,
but if he wins, Abby
must live in his
apartment for the same
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amount of time.
A high-energy, laugh-outloud, fully illustrated
adventure story by muchloved actor Stephen
Mangan and talented
artist Anita Mangan. The
last thing Jack expected
when he bungee-jumped at
the fairground was to go
plummeting right through
the ground into the
weird, wonderful
Rooms... There he must
face a series of puzzles
and traps alongside a
mysterious girl called
Cally, in order for them
to find their way home.
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Throw in a murderous
polar bear, hundreds of
tiny yet ferocious
lions, some mind-blowing
riddles, and get ready
for a hilarious, helterskelter adventure like
no other!
School's Out
A View of America and
Intercultural Marriages
I Hope You Get This
Message
Eeek!
Yoko The Alien
Regarding humans
unfavorably upon arriving
on Earth, a reluctant
extraterrestrial assumes
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the identity of a
Cambridge mathematician
before realizing that
there's more to the human
race than he suspected.
Action-packed story
starters for children ages
6-8 and 9-12Free stories
to try before you buy!
Story Stack includes
Chapters 1-4 of Karen
Inglis's fun and fastpaced illustrated chapter
books Henry Haynes and the
Great Escape* (for 6-8yrs)
Eeek! The Runaway Alien
(for 7-10yrs) Walter Brown
and the Magician's Hat
(for 7-9yrs) plus Chapters
1-3 of The Secret Lake
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(for 8-12 yrs). The Secret
Lake is Karen's
bestselling time travel
mystery adventure story,
enjoyed by over 7,000
readers. Karen has been
praised by teachers,
librarians, parents and
reading charities for
getting the most reluctant
readers turning the pages.
A time travel mystery
adventure for ages 8-11. A
lost dog, a hidden time
tunnel and a secret lake
take Stella and Tom to
their home and the
children living there 100
years in the past. Here
they make both friends and
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enemies and uncover
startling connections with
the present.
Seven billion people on
earth; it was only a
matter of time before you
discovered the truth. Your
legends--your myths and
religions--have called us
by many names. Since the
beginning, our kind has
walked among you as your
protectors. We are the
only ones who know who you
are and why you are here.
He wasn't meant to
disappear; you weren't
meant to know why. Our
objective was clear: hunt
them, kill them and leave.
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Once you know, there will
be no going back. They
will come for you. Are you
ready?
The Tell-Me Tree
The Alien Next Door 1: The
New Kid
Undisclosed (Undisclosed,
Book 1)
Through Alien Eyes

James and his family go on a
short break, camping near the
sea during half term week. This
is an unforgettable trip for
James who makes friends with
the unimaginable Yoko, the
alien. James gets to know a little
about his mischievous friend
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and enjoys having him around.
Yoko reveals to James that he
can become invisible at the click
of a finger. For James this is
excitable. Yoko is mischievous
and can-do things which no one
would think possible. Yoko plays
tricks on people which is fun for
James. Yoko makes holiday
humorous and enjoyable. He is
a friendly alien who differs from
the rest of his alien species,
which in turn leaves Yoko
feeling unwanted and looking
for that one special person he
can call a friend and have fun
with. James' family is puzzled by
the strange mysterious
activities occurring. Little do
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they know, they have an
unlikely guest with them. As the
camping trip draws to a close,
James worries that his newfound
friendship could be over. Will he
see Yoko again?
A boy and a bear go to sea,
equipped with a suitcase, a
comic book and a ukulele. They
are only travelling a short
distance and it really shouldn't
take long. But their journey
doesn't quite go to plan . . .
Faced with turbulent storms, a
terrifying sea monster and the
rank remains of a very
dangerous sandwich, the odds
are against our unlikely heroes.
Will the Harriet, their trusted
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vessel, withstand the violent
lashings of the salty waves? And
will anyone ever answer their
message in a bottle? Brilliantly
funny and tender, this beautiful
book maps the growth of a truly
memorable friendship and
explores how, when all else is
lost, the most unexpected joys
can be found.
Excited about the prospects of
playing practical jokes on the
non-English-speaking French girl
who will be spending the
summer in his house, Lucas
gathers his friends together for
the fun.
Riley and McClane are on the
run when they partner up.
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They're on a road trip from hell,
with the military and the mob
hot on their trail.
My Teacher Fried My Brains
Shortlisted for the Booker Prize
2021 and the Women’s Prize for
Fiction 2021
A Rhyming Picture Book Story
for Children Ages 3-6
Escape the Rooms
Beautiful Disaster Signed
Limited Edition
'A masterpiece' Guardian 'I really
admire and love this book' Sally
Rooney 'An intellectual and
emotional rollercoaster' Daily Mail
'I can't remember the last time I
laughed so much reading a book'
David Sedaris 'It moved me to tears'
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Elizabeth Day THE ONLY BOOK
SHORTLISTED FOR BOTH THE
BOOKER PRIZE AND THE
WOMEN'S PRIZE FOR FICTION
2021 _________________________
_____________________ This is a
story about a life lived in two halves.
It's about what happens when real
life collides with the increasing
absurdity of a world accessed
through a screen. It's about living in
world that contains both an
abundance of proof that there is
goodness, empathy, and justice in
the universe, and a deluge of
evidence to the contrary. It's a
meditation on love, language and
human connection from one of the
most original voices of our time. ___
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_____________________________
______________ 'An utterly
distinctive mixture of depth, dazzling
linguistic richness, anarchic wit and
raw emotional candour' Rowan
Williams A 2021 Book of the Year:
Sunday Times, Guardian, Daily
Mail, Telegraph, Evening Standard,
The Times, New Statesman, Red,
Observer, Independent, Daily
Telegraph
“WE’RE GOING TO FIND OUT
MORE, AND THEN WE’RE
GOING TO FIGHT! It was enough
to curdle the blood. Haendl was
proposing to fight—against the
invulnerable, the almost godlike
Pyramids! Haendl stood up.
“Tropile, that’s what this is all
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about!” He gestured around him.
“Guns, tanks, airplanes—it’s going
to be us against them. Never mind
the Sheep; they don’t count. It’s
going to be Pyramids and Wolves,
and the Pyramids won’t win. And
then—” He was glowing, and the
fever was contagious. Tropile felt
his own blood begin to pound.
Haendl hadn’t finished his “and
then—”, but he didn’t have to. It was
obvious. And then the Earth would
go back to its own solar system, and
an end to the five-year cycle of frost
and hunger. And then the Wolves
would rule a world worth ruling.
This is a work of fiction. All the
characters and events portrayed in
this book are fictional, and any
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resemblance to real people or
incidents is purely coincidental.
When the ice breaks and leaves
Gaspar and Rossi floating alone at
sea, they worry that they'll never get
home! A little help from some new
friends can get them so far, but can
Gaspar find the courage needed to
get all the way home? Download the
full eBook and explore supporting
teaching materials at
www.twinkl.com/originals Join
Twinkl Book Club to receive printed
story books every half-term at
www.twinkl.co.uk/book-club (UK
only).
Join the Doctor and her smallest
companion on a madcap adventure
through time and space! The
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beloved sci-fi TV series is now a
charming picture book, perfect for
Doctor Who fans of all ages. Unable
to make friends at her new school,
Lizzie packs a bag and runs away.
After accidentally stowing away in
the TARDIS, she meets the Doctor, a
mysterious woman who claims to be
a time-traveling space alien. When
the TARDIS malfunctions, Lizzie
and the Doctor are sent catapulting
through time and space, visiting the
pyramids, the dinosaurs, an alien
planet, and more. Along the way,
Lizzie learns that making new
friends isn’t so hard after all . . . but
will she ever be able to get back
home? Featuring Jodie Whittaker’s
Thirteenth Doctor and an adorable
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new alien species, this sweet
storybook is a must-have for
Whovians everywhere, young and
old alike.
The Humans
The Secret Lake
Hearings, Ninety-first Congress,
First Session, on H.R. 12667 ...
Employment of "green Card" Aliens
During Labor Disputes
Ferdinand Fox and the Hedgehog
A gentle rhyming story for ages
3-5+ with fun colour photos and
facts about foxes and hedgehogs!
When Ferdinand Fox meets
Edmond the baby hedgehog
playing out one night, little Ed
shrieks and curls into a tight
prickly ball. He thinks the fox will
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eat him! But Ed soon realises that
he is safe, and has just met a very
special fox...
What do you think of those
Russian brides? What do they
think of YOU? International
marriages bring a substantial
number of newcomers to the US
and contribute to the
transformation of the basic
institution of society OCo the
family. When men are from Mars
and women are aliens, the marital
dynamic can be quite dramatic. A
Russian-born journalist, Ms.
Popova shines a blinding light on
some of the amusing and
amazing oddities that are
revealed when an outsider takes
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a blunt look at how we live."
The alien warrior found her
first--and he's keeping her. On the
run from her controlling fiancé,
Mila makes a living as a transport
pilot in a dangerous part of space.
When she's accused of murder
and sentenced to death on a
backward planet, she believes it's
truly the end. That is...until she
awakens to a handsome alien
with glowing green eyes watching
over her. The alien heals her
wounds and promises to keep her
safe. But can she trust the
stranger who insists she's coming
back to his home planet as his
mate? Stax knows the little
human has secrets, but he still
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wants her--even if she is guilty of
some horrible crime. He's taking
her back to New Vaxx and that's
final. But first he has to claim her.
When they arrive on his home
planet, he wants his scent on her
to ward off all other males, as
human females are precious and
the only alien race compatible
with his. No matter what, he won't
risk losing the little human he's
grown to love. He'll protect her,
and he'll fight for her. Always.
A Novel
The Runaway Iceberg
William Gibson's Alien 3
Runaway Road
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